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‘Tis the season for giving and we’re pleased to share 

with you this set of 20 Printable Holiday Gift Tags. 

WINI GIFTS have also put together a useful 

Christmas Gifts Quick Guide, with clickable links to 

our top 3 gifts from each category to help with gift giving!

SLEEP & TRAVEL KIT

Unique 2-in-1 storage backpack, combining a plush fabric sleeping bag with an adorable, cuddly stuffed toy

POP-OUT & BUILD

Sturdy and durable pop-out building sets, featuring beautifully illustrated capital cities from around the globe

LASER TAG

Vibrant laser tag blasters featuring 4 blaster settings and boasting multiple functionalities for hours of battle

CHILDREN

LADIES

SLUSH MAKER

Create frozen treats such as slushies or 

milkshakes in as little as 7 minutes

TRAVEL COFFEE PRESS

Double-walled stainless steel coffee press 

for the perfect hot coffee on the go

WIRELESS CHARGER

Beautiful wood grain finish super-fast 

charging wireless charger 

GENTS

WHISKEY GLASS

Sophisticated double-walled glass designed 

for retaining optimal drinking temperature

TRAVEL MUG

Novel twist on the traditional travel cup, 

created in the shape of a medieval horn

GROOMING KIT

23-piece kit perfect for maintaining 

beards, head, body, and facial hair

FRIENDS

SALT & PEPPER GRINDER

Stunning acacia wood grinder set featuring 

highly durable grinding mechanism

TRIVET

Stylish set of natural pine wood trivets for 

effectively protecting surfaces from heat

DECANTER

Modern designed wine decanter perfect 

for decanting, liquor filling, and pouring 

KEYBOARD

Nostalgic retro typewriter-inspired wireless 

keyboard with industry-leading features

COCKTAIL SHAKER

Stainless steel cocktail shaker and 

tumbler in a unique 2-in-1 design

MASSAGER

Powerful portable pillow massager, great 

for necks, backs, arms, legs, and feet

FAMILIES
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COFFEE MACHINE

Barista-style machine with milk frother, featuring 19 bar pump system to perfectly extract the flavor of each pod

AIR FRYER

Oilless hot air oven offering a convenient and healthy cooking option for meat, seafood, frozen vegetables and more

PIZZA OVEN

Gas and firewood portable pizza oven featuring high-grade stainless steel, stone floor, and retractable legs

HOME

ANIMAL BOOKMARKS

Cute novelty hippopotamus and crocodile 

floating page markers

ICE MOLDS

Unique 2-part 3D ice mold in shape of 

adorable giant cat head

TOOTHBRUSH HOLDER

Toothbrush case with mirror suction caps 

in adorable animal designs

STOCKING STUFFERS

PHONE HOLDER

Multi-purpose phone mount featuring 

anti-slip base and fixed data cable slots

LUNCH BAGS

Reusable bags made from durable cotton 

fabric available in a variety of designs

TEA INFUSER CUP

Perfect for steeping tea without requiring 

an additional loose leaf tea strainer

WORKMATES

PACKING CUBES

Travel cubes offering incredible compression 

for easy suitcase organization

PORTABLE CHARGER

Lightweight and slight in design portable 

power bank with high-speed charging

TRAVEL BAGS

Perfect solution for storing shoes and 

sneakers in luggage, or at home

TRAVEL

COOLER

Heavy-duty rolling camping cooler that 

can retain ice for up to 10 days

PORTABLE LIGHT

Inflatable lantern featuring 24 hours of 

battery ideal for fishing, hiking, and camping

PORTABLE SPEAKER

Highly compact wireless, waterproof, and 

dustproof speaker with 16 hours battery life

OUTDOORS
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